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Empty Bowls to help feed local ·families in need
Megan Hablewitz
T HE POINTER
MHABL0 52@UWSP.EDU

As the days start to get shorter
and the air takes on the distinct chill
of fall, many University of WisconsinStevens Point students are thinking
about pulling out their jackets and
stocking up on soup and coffee.
But for many Portage County residents, this is the start of the hardest
time of the year, and some are thinking
about how they are going to keep from
going hungry.
According to the Portage County
Hunger Prevention Partnership, 11
percent of Wisconsin families live
below the poverty line and will have
difficulty putting food on the table this
winter.
That's where events like Empty
Bowls step in.
The 5th annual Empty Bowls fundraiser will be held Saturday, October
14 at Stevens Point Area Senior High
School from 11 a.m.- 1:30 p.m. For
$10, guests can purchase a handmade
ceramic bowl and fill it with their
choice of soup, bread and cookies
donated by area restaurants. The soup
offerings will vary from familiar favorites such as chili and chicken noodle to
more unique offerings, such as carrot
ginger.
Over 1,000 different bowls will be
available for guests to choose from.
UW-SP ceramics students, local professional artists, and community volunteers such as The Boys and Girls
Club and the Lincoln Center all helped

to create and decorate the bowls that
will be sold.
In addition to
the meal, there will
be raffle prizes from
local
businesses
and entertainment
throughout the afternoon. All of the proceeds from the fundraiser will be given to
the Portage County
Hunger Prevention
Partnership,
who
will then distribute
it to area charities for
use in food aid program&. Funding from
past Empty Bowls
events has been
used to implement a
summer lunch program at the Boys and
Girls Club and help
Operation Bootstrap Empty Bowls events are held all over the world to remind
provide food to needy families.
prizes, about $7,000 in business spon"It is amazing to me the num- sorship, over 150 dozen donated cookber of people, groups, organizations, ies, over 120 gallons of donated soup,
and businesses that support this event 75 donated t-shirts, donated bread,
on an annual basis," said Michele beverages, entertainment, web space,
Dickinson, UW-SP service learning media coverage and over 40 voluncoordinator and Empty Bowls com- teers that will help us on the day of the
mittee member. "The amount of com- event," said Dickinson.
munity support and generosity is what
Empty Bowls was first started in
makes this event happen and get big- Michigan in 1990 by a high school
ger every year."
art teacher and his students. The idea
"We have 1,000 bowls donated was to let the guests keep the bowl to
and/ or painted by community mem- remind them about all of the people
bers, $3500 worth of donated raffle that go hungry each day. Since then,

people about hunger and poverty.

Empty Bowls events are held worldwide and have raised over $1 million
to aid in eliminating hunger.
"The Empty Bowls project is so
valuable in that it enables the Hunger
Prevention Partnership to spread
awareness and also raise money to do
something about food security in the
county," said Dickinson.
For more information about Empty
Bowls visit their website at www.
emptybowlsportageco.com or contact
Lauri Rockman at 715-345-5350.

''What happened to me could happen to anyone''
Wrongfully accused man spends 10 years in prison for murder of woman
Sara Suchy
TH E POINTER
SSUCH489@U WSP.EDU

Ray Krone was a U.S. Air
Force veteran, a U.S. postal
worker, an avid athlete, a loved
family member and upstanding citizen of Phoenix, Ariz.
until December 28 when he
woke up and found himself
a suspect for a murder he did
not commit. A few short weeks
later he was convicted and sentenced to death by lethal injection for that murder.
Krone was on campus last
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Thursday, October 7 to talk
with University of WisconsinStevens Point students about
the 10 years he spent in jail,
two of them on death row, and
to urge students to vote against
the amendment on the ballot this November which will
bring back the death penalty in
Wisconsin.
Krone became a suspect
because a friend of the victim
told police that she [the victim]
had had a crush on Krone.
"The police kept asking me
how long I had been dating her,

I told them I didn't know what
they were talking about," said
Krone. Krone insisted that he
had never dated her, they were
simply acquaintances. She was
a waitress at the bar where
he had played in a volleyball
league.
"They wanted to take
me downtown, so I cooperated, I knew I had done nothing wrong, so I thought I had
nothing to worry about. . .I was
wrong," said Krone.
At the police station Krone
was fingerprinted, photo-

graphed, had blood and hair
samples taken, and even a
cast of his teeth. Ultimately, it
would be the cast of his teeth
which would provide the prosecution their evidence against
him.
"They paid a 'bite mark
expert' $68,000 to say that the
bite marks found on the victim
matched mine," said Krone.
When Krone met with
the public defender who was
assigned his case, he assumed
he would not have to hire a
hot-shot lawyer because he was

innocent. She told him that he
could be expected to be found
guilty.
She was right, because
six months later, Krone was
sentenced to death. None of
Krone's DNA was found on the
victim; no eyewitnesses testified against him, the only evidence against him was the testimony of the bite mark expert.
"I was bound up in chains
like Houdini, and thrown in a
six-by-eight cell. I got to go
See Death Row pg.2
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From Death Row pg. 1

Watson Hall
October 8, 2006 12:39 p.m.
lype: COMPLAINT
CA from Watson Hall called to complain about people outside in the trees.

DeBot Tent
October 8, 2006 7 :45 p.m.

outside three times a week
for two hours," said Krone.
During his two years on
death row, Krone struggled
with depression and had the
time to do a whole lot of soul
searching.
"My family supported me
the whole time. I only had to
tell them I was innocent once,"
said Krone.
Two years after being
charged, it was found that
Krone did not receive a fair
trial the first time around, so he
was granted a new trial.
"I was off death row," said
Krone, "I thought the truth was
finally going to come out." His
family helped him raise money
to hire a good lawyer.
During this trial, DNA was
taken from the saliva in the
bite marks that Krone allegedly left on the victim. The
same bite marks which sent
him to death row, had no trace
of Krone's DNA, but Krone
was still found guilty again
and sentenced to 25 to life for
the murder and 21 more for
kidnapping.
Krone found himself back
in jail once again.
"At that point I truly
thought I was going to die in
jail," said Krone. But again,
Krone's luck changed and
a reporter for the Arizona
Reporter wrote an article about
Krone's case, an article which
saved his life because his DNA
was finally tested against the
DNA found on the victim's
underwear. His DNA did not
match, but another man's did.
Shortly after, Krone found
himself a free man after 10
years, three months and eight
days in prison.
Since his release, Krone has

become a motivational speaker
and an advocate for the abolition of the death penalty in the
United States.
"What happened to me
could happen to anyone," said
Krone. "The man who convicted me didn' t want to admit he
made a mistake and he was
willing to let me die so he
wouldn't look bad."
Krone explained that it is
an injustice to have a penalty so
severe in this country because
there will always be flaws in
the justice system and people
will be put to death for crimes
they did not commit like he
almost was.
"So far, 123 people have
been exonerated from death
row, but 1,000 people have
been executed, and they can do
this to anyone," said Krone.
"Some people in the justice
system truly believe that they
don't make mistakes. That
is a very dangerous mindset,
that is the kind of mindset that
will kill innocent people," said
Krone.
"New York just spent $100
million on bringing back the
death penalty and they have
two people on death row," said
Krone. That money could be
much better spent somewhere
else.
"The dea th penalty is now
a political issue in this country when it should be a moral
issue. We have an obligation to
be educated about it. The state
of Wisconsin has not had the
death penalty since· 1853 and
is now considering bringing it
back," said Krone.
"When they execute someone they say they are doing it
on behalf of the people of the
state, I don't want that blood
on my hands," said Krone.

SGA Weekly Update!
November 7 is coming up very quickly, and that means it's time to
vote! If you aren't registered in Stevens Point yet, just look for the
tables around campus or contact ajani8 l O@uwsp.edu. Registrations
must be postmarked by OCTOBER 18, which means that you have
less than a week to get them in!
SGA encourages everyone to get infonned about the contents on
the ballot and vote according to your own views! The only way to
make the politicians listen to students is to vote on November 7!

Upcoming Events
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Renewable Energy IOI Workshop- October 14 from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m .
in CPS 116
This workshop will introduce renewable energy
technologies and discuss how
to bring renewable energy into the wider world.
JUST THE FACTS!: Constitution Amendment Forum - October 18
om 7 p.m. - 9 p.m. in NFAC 221
This is an open forum to give infonnation on the different sides of the Marriage and Civil Uniqn Constitutional
Amendment.
iving Options Fair - ,Monday, OctolJ:r 30 from 7 p.m. - 9 p.m. in
AC balcony and courtyard
Looking to move off campus? This fair is a great
opportunity to talk to local
· landlords and city officials about renting a place to live.
enate meetings are at 6 p.m. in the Founder's Room of Old Main
eetings are open to students and faculty!
ebshe: http://www.uwsp.edu/stuorg/sga/
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Students study 1n
Mexico over summer
the opportunity to climb. In
our prime location in the
center of town, we were also
able to watch Mexico take on
As we packed our bags Argentina in the World Cup
in early June, we had no idea due to the large screens put
what the next two months up in the z6calo. Now you
would hold. We crammed as must understand that soccer
much as we possibly could in Mexico is as serious as life
into our bags, said our good- or death to some people. We
byes to family and friends, were amazed at the numand made our way to the ber of locals who flooded
airport. After introducing the z6calo to support their
ourselves to the strang- country.
After a week in the city,
ers with whom we would
embark upon this journey, the majority of us were ready
we boarded the plane for to ni.ove on to Oaxaca and
meet our host families. Our
Mexico City.
Upon arrival, we were hearts began pumping as we
greeted with the sights and boarded the plane, knowing
sounds of one of the largest that we would be receiving
cities in the world. People our first real taste of Mexico
were milling about every- in one short hour. Any worwhere, the whistles of the ries we had were quickly
police could be heard from erased as we met our fami. every street corner, and lies and settled into our new
political campaign signs homes for the summer.
The
excitement
of
were plastered against every .
building. For the next week, exploring our new stomping
"home" was the Majestic grounds and starting classes
Hotel, located next to the was mixed with sadness, as
z6calo, smack dab in the we had to say goodbye to
our friend Kiki due to asthmiddle of the city.
ma
problems, and our group
During our stay in the
leader,
Nancy. Though they
Districto Federal, we toured
were
missed,
we continued
just about every museum and
saw almost all the attractions on without them. The first
the city had to offer. Among weeks in Oaxaca were filled
the favorite attractions was with discovery and a bit of
Teotihuacan, ancient sun and confusion as 'Ye figured out
moon platforms that we had how to use the basic necesEmily Bouche
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sities such as transportation,
money exchanges, and laundry. Despite some funny
stories, we all adjusted rather quickly.
The next few weeks were
filled with classes, excursions to other pueblos, salsa
dancing, markets, Guerrero
baseball games, hanging out
at Santo Domingo Italian
Coffee Sqop, chapulines,
teacher protests, presidential elections, amazing food,
mezcal, internet cafes, stray
dogs, movies at Plaza del
Valle and so much more. By
this time, we had all found
our niche and settled into
our homes, but it was time
for a break. Good thing vacation was right around the
corner!
As the start of vacation
grew closer, we became very
antsy to hop in a vehicle and
head for the coast. When
that day arrived, we all did
just that; the destination of
choice: Puerto Escondido.
Foran entire week, we basked
in the warm rays while diving into the pristine waters
of the Pacific Ocean. Many
traveled eastward down
the coast to Puerto Angel,
Mazunte, and Huatulco to
swim with the sea turtles
and soak up some more sun.
After a week of rest and
relaxation, we headed back

to Oaxaca to finish up our
studies and enjoy our last
three weeks in the city that
had found a place in our
hearts. We made every effort
to check off everything on
our "to-do" list and live in
the moment.
As our time in Oaxaca
came to an end, we spent
our last pesos on gifts for
the families and friends who
were eagerly awaiting our
safe arrivals in the States.
We began the painstiking
process of saying goodbye
to the friends we had made
during our two-month journey together.
We defied
some laws of mathematics
as we proceeded to pack the
items we brought from home,
along with the many souvenirs we had purchased, into
the same bags we originally
brought.
As we loaded our suitcases into the car, we took in
the last sights of Oaxaca, said
goodbye to our host families,
and boarded our plane for
home. Even though we were
excited to see our families,
a part of our heart~ would
stay with our host families
and friends in Oaxaca. Our
journey to this beautiful city
came to an end as the plane
took off and we headed
toward Chicago.
When we arrived in the

States, we began some sort
of reverse culture shock. We
were all very excited to drink
straight from the bubbler
and throw our toilet paper
in the toilet, but even hearing English seemed strange
to us. As we were greeted by
our families, we said goodbye to our groupmates, once
strangers, now great friends.
After being back in the
States for a month, I've had
time to reflect on my experiences in Mexico. I've realized how much we take for
granted and how much we
don't appreciate. We worry
too much about the small
stuff in life and are never
content with where we are,
always living in the past or
waiting for the future.
I will always look back
on my summer in Mexico
with fondness, remembering
all the memories that were
made. I will take the knowledge I gained and bring it
to the classroom and pass
it on to other people. So I
tell you, remember the past,
prepare for the future, but
live right now. Make what
you can with what you have.
Laugh. Don't worry about
it. Hakuna matata. jNo te
preocupes! Enjoy your life,
live it well, and if you get the
chance to study abroad, take
it and run!

Update: Koepke family receives
the home of their dreams
Katie Leb
TH E POINTER
KLEB524@u wsr.EDU

After 98 hours of hard
work, bad weather and lots of
trips to the Hamburger Haus,
construction was complete on
the Koepke family home in
Dundee, Wis.
On September 29, 2006,
ABC's "Extreme Makeover:
Home Edition" surprised
the family by having Ty
Pennington, team leader,
knock on the family's door
informing them that they were
to be given a new home.
A week later, after the
Koepke family returned from
an all-expense paid vacation
in San Diego, they were greeted by an estimated 10,000
family members, friends,
and people from across the
state. Although the reveal
was pushed an hour later
than scheduled, due to two
shower doors being broken,
the crowd patiently waited
for the Koepke family, consisting of Christine, 41, and
her children Derek, 22, Jayna,
20, Mitchell, 17, and Johanna,
16, to return home.
Throughout the day, volunteers kept the crowd awake

and upbeat as they tossed out
custom-designed Frisbees,
chip clips, and t-shirts.
Numerous people arrived to
the site the previous night
and slept either on the ground
or in a camping chair. Those
not sleeping over needed to
arrive early, many by 6 a.m.
Hours before the family even
arrived, l'ocal authorities
needed to close down access
to the area because there was
simply not enough room for
anyone else.
When 3 p.m. finally
arrived, the crowd roared as
the limo carrying the Koepkes
rolled down the street to
the front of the house. After
minutes of talking with Ty,
the crowd joined Ty, the cast
and the Koepkes in chanting
"Bus driver, move that bus!"
Immediately after the bus
moved, revealing the house
to the family for the first time,
tears, yells and hugs were
heard and seen throughout
the community. The family
was in complete shock and
awe of what was in front of
them as they stared up at a
two-story, olive-green home
complete with a front porch
and white, wooden rockers.
With all said and done, the

home is estimated to be worth
approximately
1.5 million dollars. The family
was also given
two full scholarships for Mitch
and Johanna to
attend
Ripon
College, while
Piggly Wiggly
donated the cost
of groceries for
one full year.
There is also no Koepke family full of emotion after Ty tells the bus driver to "Move that bus."
need to worry
about a tax burden because all
is already calculated to work
for the family.
The Koepke family has
been through one week that
will never be forgotten. It
is not only in their minds
forever, but reflects in the
home they live in. For the
One large pizza, one
small community of Dundee,
topping with
life will never be the same.
a 2 liter for
Wisconsin was given a gift
that impacts the entire state
and will reach the hearts of
millions when the Koepke
home is shown on ABC on
November 19, 2006 at 7 p.m.

Mini Specials

$7.99

715-344-4946
We Deliver!

Drink special and Karoake nightly
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Find help at the Tutoring
and Learning Center
Nick Gerritsen
THE POINTER
NGERR5 l 9@UWSP.EDU

For years, the university
has offered help to any students struggling with their
academics.
Unfortunately,
many students don't take
advantage of that help. The
Tutoring and Learning Center
(TLC) is a service provided
by the university for little or
no cost to its students. The
TLC is also the first Writing
Lab founded by a university
in the country.
The center consists of
both professors and students who are available to
help University of WisconsinStevens Point students on their
academics five days a week.
Some of the most frequented
programs of the TLC are its
reading and writing tutorials.
In these programs, students
are assisted by trained tutors
who provide help with various issues. The sessions last
thirty minutes and are quite
relaxed as tutors go at the
pace of the student in need
of help. Students may come
back to the program multiple
times throughout the semester.
One of the benefits of this
program is that the tutors
are students themselves.
Although they have undergone training as tutors and
are recommended by a faculty member, the tutors are
not authority figures, which
provides a laid-back atmosphere that might not occur
under the supervision of pro-

fessors. Students are usually assignments in your various
assigned to a certain tutor courses. They also · provide
who specializes in the sub- worthwhile assistance for
ject in which they need assis- those struggling with writing
tance. However, if a student papers for classes. Before you
becomes comfortable with a head to the TLC thinking that
certain tutor, they can con- they will write your paper
tinue seeing that same tutor, for you, understand that they
granted there are no conflicts won't. However, the assistance and insight they proin their schedules.
Nelson Carvajal has been vide will help you perform
tutoring in the TLC since more effectively in your studJanuary of 2005. He is one ies.
of about a hundred tutors
For those still getting used
in the center, and is also one to college life, the TLC can
of about twenty of the pro- also be useful. Tim Krause,
gram's Master Tutors. He a member of the TLC staff,
explains that the satisfaction is available to discuss some
of the tutor-student relation- of the tougher issues college
life provides, such as reading
ship goes both ways.
"Students have compli- and writing strategies, so that
mented on the help and on students get in the habit of
the significant difference it doing quality work. He also
has made on their grades," helps students practice time
Carvajal says.
But the management techniques so
impact varies from student to that they can get their work
student. "I could have helped done on time while still havsomeone who was having a ing time for themselves.
hard time citing sources and
Another helpful service
I could just see the relief they provided by the TLC is a prowould get from understand- gram called the Computer
ing how to do it. Then there Guide Program. This service
are more impactful instances, basically provides a private,
such as one of the English 45 minute crash course in
as a Second Language (ESL) various computer programs
students I had. On our last such as Word, Outlook,
session in the semester, she PowerPoint, Excel, FrontPage,
cried while thanking me for and Desire2Learn.
taking the time to help her
Anyone struggling to
understand writing in what achieve the academic success
was, to her, a completely dif- they wish to reach can stop by
ferent language--English. I the TLC or make an appointcan't put a price to that kind ment. They are open Monday
of feeling. It's overwhelm- through Thursday from 9 a.m.
ing."
to 4 p.m., and on Friday from
Student tutors are very 9 a.m. until noon. Tell them
knowledgeable and are able to Nelson sent you.
help you understand reading

Jazzfest: 24 years and going strong
night at 8 p.m. The doors open at 7:30 p.m.
and it all takes place in Mi_chelson Hall of the
Noel Fine Arts Building.
90fm Public Relations Director Michelle
Law has high hopes for JazzFest this year.
Need something to do on Friday? Look
"This is a great event for student to outno further than the 24th annual University reach to the community and have a fun filled
of Wisconsin-Stevens Point JazzFest brought weekend," said Law. "I know I'm pumped."
to you by our local radio staRecently there was contion, 90fm WWSP. WWSP is a
troversy about the Stevens
student run organization that
Point Jazz Festival that took
is known for being the largest
place in September, as many
in the Midwest. JazzFest is
people questioned whether
their biggest event each year.
that was the same as the UWThe JazzFest features 60
SP JazzFest or not.
hours of nonstop listening
"This is not the same as the
with jazz from all different
Stevens Point Jazz Festival,"
eras and artists. This year it
Law said. "We don't have
is taking place from 6 p.m.
money problems. We are tryon Friday, October 13 to 6
ing to draw in people from all
a.m. on Monday, October 16.
over Stevens Point and the
There will be CD giveaways
county."
Evingson
throughout the weekend and
Tickets for the peralso buttons, Frisbees and
formances are available in
other promotional items will
advance at Kindred Spirit
be given to their avid listeners.
Books and Book Cellar in Waupaca for $10.
Also, this year's event will feature the tal- Admission at the door is $12 for the general
ents of Connie Evingson and The Clearwater audience and $5 with a UW-SP ID.
Hot Club at a live performance on Saturday

Falling behind yet?
Katie Leb
THE POINTER
KLEB524@uwsP.EDU

For the past month it has
been possible for many students to attend class and pass
the time doing random things,
while professors stand in front
of the room lecturing on whatever it is they lecture on. But,
the time has come for tests
to be taken and the curve to
be set. There is nothing more
obvious than a test score to
tell a professor which students
took the time to actually crack
a book open and study for the
exam. The bell has rung, fellow students, and it is time to
study.
To be fully honest, it is not
time to panic yet. However,
the more procrastination a student does, the harder it will
be come deer hunting season.
With a strong population of
hunters on campus, having
to sit at home studying on
Thanksgiving weekend is not
a viable option. Even for all
those shoppers, having to cram
almost three months of lectures
into the last holiday weekend
before finals is almost as bad
as taking part in the morningafter-Thanksgiving-madness
sales.
While there are many different options and methods of
studying, a few suggestions
may help those needing a kickstart to begin and to continue.
As ridiculous as it sounds,
putting notes above the bathroom toilet can be used as a
time efficient way of studying, especially for males. Just
make sure that the paper is
attached very well to the wall.
Studying may be not fun, but
fishing the notes out of the
toilet is probably worse (for
those skeptic of this method,
put away the doubt because it
has been witnessed before by

fellow Unversity of WisconsinStevens Point students).
Reading while jogging on
a treadmill or climbing the gonow here-stairs is another great
method of studying tha·t does
not involve being completely
still or even sitting down . This
method can be used to "kill
two birds with one stone" -study time can be combined
with burning off those calories
from last night's third annual "It's October, Beer Please"
binge drinking extravaganza.
Along those same lines,
studying in different spots
can help maintain interest.
Studying in the same spot day
after day can become a little
repetitive and dull. Change
things up by sitting under
a tree one day to read, then
going to a picnic table the next.
These two suggestions are of
course recommended for use
during the day. Having to hold
a flashlight will not help in the
studying process.
Finally, consider studying
with a friend. Having someone
there to pass the time with and
keep your forehead from hitting the book or table is always
beneficial. Plus, quizzing each
other on material helps to
recall information as would be
needed for a multiple choice or
fill-in-the-blank test. The key
to studying with a friend is
to refrain from getting off the
topic. Human nature likes to
discuss anything and everything. Just remember that the
sooner studying takes place,
the sooner the gossiping or
video games can begin.
So before the semester
becomes too hard to handle,
start studying. Not only will
time spent on all activities
be well-balanced and grades
proudly earned, Mom and Dad
will not be on your case about
it, and that is always a good
thing.

Justin Glodowski
THE POINTER
JGLOD l 70@UWSP .EDU

benefit of joining the Army. You can also receive
cash bonuses and money for college. If you qualify,
you can receive a $40,000 Enlistment Bonus, $65,000
College Loan Repayment or $71,000 from the Army
Colle1e Fund. Find out more at GOARMY.COM or
1-800-USA-ARMY.

Where: 135 DIVISION ST N, STEVENS POINT WI, 54481

For more
information call

715-344-2356
ask about our Loan
Repayment Program

http://www.pointer.uwsp.edu/ pointer.aspx

Science Health & Tech.

Whnt's hnppenin9 At the
oZ\llen Center for ~enlth
nn.t Wellness 1'Jro9rnms ...
Chelsey Ross
ALLEN C ENTER

National Alcohol Awareness Week is just around the
corner! From October 16-20, the Student Health Promotion
Office will be sponsoring several activities and giving away
numerous prizes for students on the UW-SP campus. On
Thursday, October 19, from 3:00-5:00 p.m., join SHPO Health
Advocates at the Root Beer Keg Party! Free root beer and ice
cream will be available for all students outside of the Allen
Center south entrance.
Throughout the week, students are also encouraged
to complete the e-CHUG questionnaire, available at www.
go2allen.com (Click on SHPO and then e-CHUG). Complete
the 5-minute confidential, online questionnaire about your
alcohol use and come to SHPO and fill out a brief feedback
sheet to receive a Free gift! SHPO is located at 004 Lower
Allen Center and is open 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
Did you know? According to a National study, students
who achieved a 4.0 GPA consumed, on average, 3 drinks
per week. Students who achieved a 1.0 GPA consumed, on
average, more than 9 drinks per week. Check out the various
programs and information bulletin boards around campus
this week to learn more about UW-SP students' alcohol use!

BIT
Sara Suchy
THE POTNTER
SSUCH489@UWSP.EDU

Despite the amazing cultural mecca that is the busting
metropolis of Stevens Point,
every once in a while we students of higher learning feel
the strong urge to ditch town
in search of new and exciting
adventures.
A recent adventure of
mine took me to the Minnesota
Science Museum in downtown Saint Paul. Personally,
I woul<;I. have preferred a trip
to the art museum, but my
partner in crime had other
plans.
It sounds a little geeky,
but science museums are
unbelievably vibrant, colorful and exciting places, provided you can look beyond
the obvious childlike nature
of the place.
Here are some new and
exciting things you can expect
to learn after a trip to the
Minnesota Science Museum:
-Although it looks easy
and kind of fWl, don't let
"Steamboat Willie" fool you,
tugboats are not easy to navigate at all. I had the chance to
navigate a tug boat pushing a
barge down the Mississippi
River and never managed to
successfully complete a trip.
And while we're on tug
boats, most crew members are
on these vessels for months
at a time working along the
river all the while hoping
the captain is not me so they
don't run aground.
-As if giant dinosaurs
aren't scary enough, scientists
think they have uncovered
evidence of a ca1mibalistic

A most excellent
adventure

October 12, 2006

Renowned astronomer
visits UW-SP campus
Spitzer Space Telescope
cost about $1 billion dollars to build. The teleAstronomer Robert Gehrz scope was named after
spoke about infrared astron- Lymon Spitzer, who in
omy on campus October 1945 predicted the usage
7. Gehrz is a professor of of telescopes in space.
physics and astronomy at Gehrz oversaw the
the University of Minnesota. design, testing, and operGehrz earned his Ph.D. from ation of the telescope.
the University of Minnesota
Gehrz showed infrain 1971, and has been teaching red pictures of various
Phnrn hy Sara Suchy
objects, and it was inter- Robert Gehrz speaks to students on
there since 1985.
--'p'--u_s_la_s_t _T_hu_r_s_d_ay=---·- - - - Gehrz' s
pre sen ta tion esting to .see that the _c_a_m
detailed the workings of human nose is colder
"Its year is longer than
the Spitzer Space Telescope, than the rest of the face.
Earth's, and it has a higher
which was launched August
Gehrz said that most tele- orbit. It follows the earth like
25, 2003.
scopes are situated on the a dog on a leash," Gehrz said.
"The purpose of the tele- ground, but there is a lot of
A tank in Spitzer is filled
scope is to study' the chemi- heat in the surroundings and with liquid helium which
cal history of the universe," moisture in the air, and this cools the telescope in space.
Gehrz said.
skews the results.
Commands are uploaded to the
He explained that the Big
"There is 1 million times telescope from the California
Bang explosion only allowed less hea~in space," he said.
Institute of Technology.
for the existence of hydrogen
The Spitzer project began
Anyone can get involved
and helium, and that some- in 1973, and was launched in with the Spitzer Space
thing had to happen to create 2003 from Australia. It took Telescope by going to www.
all of the other elements.
eight minutes from launch to spitzer.caltech.edu.
Gehrz also said that the orbit.
Sara Suchy

THE POINTER
SSUCH489@ UWSP.EDU

Dean Grahn explains WDMD's
ro·cky present and hopeful future

dinosaur. The fossils of the Sara Suchy
simultaneously having their
Majungatholus atopus, a 30- THE POINTER
ambitions held in check with
foot-long meat-eating dino- SSUCH489@UWSP.EDU
only one tenure-track professaur that lived in Madagascar
Roger Bullis and Jim sor, Anthony Ellertson, and an
65-70 million years ago, show Gifford both retired last inability to secure additional
evidence of the dinosaur's spring, but students will still full-time faculty because of a
teeth marks in the bones of find them walking the cor- campus-wide hiring freeze.
the same species. Creepy!
ridors of the Science building That dichotomy--a future of
-Scientists are able to and teaching many of their hope an·d a present of setbacksdetermine what a dinosaur old classes as adjunct faculty. -has led the students and facate be looking at fossilized
That's because, along ulty involved to describe it
<lino-poop.
with the sudden departure of one way: frustrating.
-The globe has changed Andrew Gribble, the Web and
The uncertainty has built
immeasurably since its con- Digital Media Development an undercurrent of speculation
ception. For instance, did (WDMD) department is fac- about the major and the sepayou know the west coast of ing a unique situation--trying rate state funding it receives
the United States use to be to be a leading voice in the from the Central Wisconsin
much farther east than it is growing field of web design Initiative. As much of the
right now? This is due to and digital media while university faces cutbacks and
the theory that all the continents use to be fused together
to create one big huge conI am so out-of-here II.
tinent. They began drifting
Where will you be next fall? Be original! Think:
apart billions of years ago.
Australia, Germany, Poland, Ireland,
Some people think they are
England
or ..... ???
still moving!
-The government is
investing $1 billion this year to
a new field of research called
nano-technology. Wow, that's
a lot of money. Scientists
believe that this new field
could revolutionize the world
we live in. Nanotechnology
in a nut shell is about manipulation atoms and molecules
at the nanoscale (really, really
small}.
So those were some of the
highlights of a most excellent
adventure. And for all of
you who haven't been to a
Museum since your 4th grade
class trip to see the dinosaurs,
why not take a little road trip
and relive those bygone days
of bag lunches and recess,
you might learn a thing or
two.

a restricted financial future,
rumors have spread of dividing up the CWI money established for WDMD and using
it to keep other areas from
dipping into the red.
Lance Grahn, Dean of the
College of Letters and Science,
sat down to discuss current
problems in WDMD and hope
for the future.
Q: Isn't it unfair for
WDMD to be caught in the
campus hiring freeze when
it's funded separately?
A: I understand why some
people would feel that way,
because the state has made a
certain investment in WDMD,
and that investment is quite
evident in the CWI funding.
It looks like WDMD is being
singled out, but it really isn't.
It's just that through the confluence of events, through
fate, they had 3 openings all
at once, and so it just means
that they' re getting more focus
now, but it's not picking on
WDMD. It really is a reflection of the reality of three
vacancies at a single time.
Q: What's it like dealing
with a program that's trying
to push forward and be a
leader, but at the same time is
being held back just by these
outside forces or roadblocks? ·
A: It means that all of
us involved have to be a bit
patient. We certainly have
to be creative. We have to
stay focused on building into
the future. For any decision
maker, it gets frustrating having to deal with some uncertainty. It gets frustrating not
see WDMD pg. 6
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X-Fit program offers more ways for
students to get in shape
Sara Suchy
THE POINTER
SSUCH489@UWSP.EDU

The endless parade of
homework, papers, and projects leaves most students at
the University of WisconsinStevens Point too busy or just
plain burnt out to fit in their
recommended 30 minutes of
cardiovascular activity daily.
To accommodate students'

C.l)CZ,
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see X-Fit pg. 16
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the new Freemotion weights
at the Cardio Center, which
uses functional integration
training, meaning they help
strengthen muscles using
movement used every day.
"Instead of just doing a
regular bench press, you' re
doing real life movements
with weights to train the muscles that you use every day,"

able to plan firmly for
where you wantto go .... We've
got wonderful potential, great
potential. We certainly have
in the faculty, like Anth9ny
Ellertson--we have got real talent. So we've got the opportunity to build something really
strong, really unique, really
energetic. We simply can't get
there as quickly as we like, but
we can't let that stop us from
pursuing that potential, pursuing that growth, pursuing

0
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busy schedules, the personal
trainers at the Cardio Center
have developed a new program called X-fit for its members.
"X-fit is a circuit training
program designed to give our
members a quick, efficient 30minute work out," said Rico
Rodriguez, the head personal
trainer at the Cardio Center.
The X-fit program uses

from WDMD pg. 5
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U.S. Cellular®gets me...
so I can get through
law school.
Take our best network challenge,
test our products, experience our
customer service and make sure
they are right for you .
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Illinois
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that forward movement.
Q: There's a sense that
there's a desire to hold
WDMD back because of the
financial situation they're in,
so that people can say, "look
at this program, they're not
growing," and then break
up the program and put that
money elsewhere. Is that just
an overreaction?
A: Given all that is going
on, given the bits and pieces
of information that are circulating, I can understand why
people would say that. You
take this bit of information that
you hear, and connect with
this bit of information, and
something else over here that
you pull in and go, "Hmm,
what's going on?
1 +2+3
doesn't equal 6, does it?" I
think it's understandable why
folks would think that. Again,
here is where I would say we
need, we all need- students,
faculty, administrators -we
all need to be very careful not
to overreact to what is in some
ways an artificial situation created by the three vacancies at
once.
The three vacancies at
once, in such a small program
to begin with, just naturally
are going to draw attention.
I mean, hmm, three faculty
lines, what could I do with
three faculty lines.
What
could I do with that CWI
money? That CWI money, a
good portion of it, is going
to stay assigned to WDMD
and support to WDMD activities, WDMD technology. And
for now, we' re moving ahead
with the idea, with the plan
that those three faculty lines
will stay in WDMD. So, I
really can understand, just
to reiterate, why people can
have this worry, but I think the
worry is a little exaggerated,
and we just need to be patient
with the process.
Q: What do you see for
the future of WDMD?
A: Like Anthony Ellertson,
I see a very bright future. We
really can carve out a unique
and stellar niche for us here
in this program. I think we
have wonderful opportunities
for growth. Again, we' re not
going to get there as fast as
we'd like to, but I do think
we'll get there. We'll have a
chance to bring in new faculty
to add to Anthony's expertise,
and do something that is both
artistic and technological but
is firmly rooted in liberal education .... We're going to have
something--we already have
something that we can be very
proud of--but over the next
couple of years, as we bring
new faculty in, we' re going to
have something that we can
be even more proud of. And
really, take out and market as
one of those unique strengths
at UW-SP that, for students
who have this interest, if they
want to go into this field, come
to UW-SP.

c.t
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Pointer football comes u·p shOrt
in .game against UW-Whitewater

Running back Cody Childs, who came into the
game leading the conference in rushing, was held to
his lowest yardage total of the season, collecting just
Nick Gerritsen
26
yards on 21 carries against the league's top-rated
TH E POINTER
NGERR5 I 9 @u wsP.EDU
defense. The entire Pointer offense was held to a miniscule 47 yards through the first three quarters. By
The University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point foot- the time the offense was able to put up any points,
ball team came into Whitewater confident it could they found themselves down 31-0.
give second-ranked Warhawks all they could handle.
The afternoon got even worse for the offense
While the defense played well early to keep the when a second quarte~ injury chased senior quarPointers in the game, the offense was unable to get terback Brian·Borchart out of the game. While in the
anything started. UW-Whitewater's 31-13 victory game, Borchart completed four of six passes, but for
Saturday snapped a two-game winning streak for the only 20 yards. Junior quarterback Nick Venden came
Pointers and dropped their record to 2-3 overall and in to replace Borchart, but also struggled. However,
0-2 in Wisconsin Intercollegiate Athletic Conference late in the game Venden did lead two touchdown
play.
scoring drives to finally end the shutout. Venden
Point was able to hold Whitewater's offense in finished the game completing 9 of 15 passes for 172
check early on, forcing two three-and-outs on the yards and two touchdowns. His impressive fourth
Warhawk's first two possessions. Late in the first quarter effort provided 171 of the team's 218 total
quarter, Whitewater got onto the scoreboard first yards in the final quarter alone.
with a 1-yard touchdown run by running back Travis
Defensively, Brandon Czys performed well, colReuland. The score would be the first of three 1-yard lecting a game high 15 tackles. The punting game,
touchdowns for Reuland.
which received plenty of work, was also a positive a§
The Pointers had a chance to answer following a punter Luke Frisch posted a 46.2 yard average, good
75-yard kickoff return by Eric Reible that gave them for the third highest single game average in school
a first-and-goal from the Whitewater eight yard history.
line. After failing to put the ball in the end zone, the
Next w~ek the Pointers will head to UW-River
Pointers were forced to settle for a 20-yard field goal Falls. The game will be the final of four consecutive
attempt, which Ryan Graboski failed to convert.
road games. A win would complete an impressive 3-1
Late into the first half, the Pointers were still road stretch as the team heads into the annual home~
within two touchdowns until Reuland scored again. coming game against UW-Oshkosh. A win would
Despite being down just 21 points at half, the Pointers also even the team's record at 3-3, very respectable
faced a deficit that seemed insurmountable. The considering they've played five out of six games on
Warhawk defense appeared overwhelming, refusing the road, three of which were against teams ranked in
to allow the Pointer offense any yardage.
the top ten nationally.

Football
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Pointers shoot 343
twice, placed fourth
in WIAC tournament
Golf
Press Release
UW-SP ATHLETIC DEPARTM ENT

University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point totaled
a 343 team score for the second straight day to finish fourth overall at the Wisconsin Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference women's golf championships
on Sunday in Watertown.
The Pointers' 686 team total trailed meet champion UW-Eau Claire by 26 strokes. UW-Oshkosh
was second with a 668 and UW-Whitewater was
third with a 674. The Blugolds earned an automatic berth to· the NCAA Division III championships by virtue of the team title. It is the fourth
consecutive year UW-SP has placed fourth at the
conference meet.
Susie Lewis shot an 84 for the second straight
day to place seventh individually with a 168 total.
Sarah Mosher matched her 86 from the first day
and was 11th overall with a 172, while Katie Kautz
shot a 90 and
was 12th overall
Retrieval Towing
with a 174 total.
Services
Jessica Urban
WouJd like to help all students
lowered
her
have a safe year. With student
first day score
ID we will unlock your car,
by eight strokes
jumpstart, change your tire,
with an 84 on
or tow students anywhere in
Sunday to place
Stevens Point for $35.00
16th overall with
715-623-5995
a 176 total.
715-623-5995
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Spectacul

for women's Soccer team
Saturday the UW-SP team
traveled to Superior looking
to. continue their good play.
They did so successfully, dominating UW-Superior on their
way to a 5-0 victory. Weise led
the effort, tallying two goals
and one assist. Weise, along
with Prawat and Anna Van
Stippen, scored first half goals
as the Pointers built a 3-0 halftime lead.
Point dominated Superior
in every facet of the game.
They outscored Superior 5-0
thanks in large part to dominant offensive and defensive
efforts. The five goals were
scored on 23 shot attempts.
Defensively, Point refused to
allow the Yellowjackets any
offensive opportunities all
day.
The shutout was the fourth
of the year for Point, thanks

Soccer
Nick Gerritsen
TH E POINTER
NGERR5 l 9 @ UWSP.EDU

The
University
of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point women's soccer team found themselves a little down after last
week's defeat at Eau Claire.
"We knew coming into the
game that we had something
to prove because of the loss at
Eau Claire," Amanda Prawat
said.
They didn't let the tough
loss force them to lose their
focus, rebounding with a pair
of big conference wins against
UW-La Crosse and UWSuperior. The victory now
puts the Pointers at 7-2-2 and
3-1-1 in conference.
Wednesday's home game
against La Crosse featured a
well-fought battle that saw the
Pointers get on top first with
a goal by sophomore Kaylee
Weise. The goal was started
with a nice assist by Katie
Waterman. Three minutes
later, the Eagles answered to
tie the game 1-1.
Late in the first half, the
Pointers regained their lead
when Liz Kidd fed Prawat for
a shot that found the back of
the net. Midway through the
second half, Kidd scored a
goal of her own on an impressive long distance shot off a
corner kick.
"This was probably one of
the best games we've played
all season," Prawat said.
Point was able to get the
lead thanks to yet another
game of out-shooting their
opponent. UW-SP was able to
get shots off on a consistent said. "We had so many opporbasis, finishing the game with tunities to score in the first half
a 21-8 advantage in shots.
'that we just couldn't finish.
"Ifeel that we dominated a But we did capitalize on our
majority of the game and out- best opportunities."
shot them by a lot," Prawat
La Crosse added a late

Van Stippen (top left) forces
her way past, Waterman (bottom left) winds up, and Kidd
(bottom right) celebrates
another win with a teammate.

in large part to surrendering
just three shots. Goalkeeper
Meredith DeCaluwe needed to
make just two saves to record
the victory.
"The defense has been
working their tails off," Kaylee
Weise said.
Prawat and Weise continue to lead the Pointers offensively, tallying a combined 19
of the team's 29 goals on the
season. Those two alone have
outscored the Pointer opponents with a 19-14 advantage.
The Pointers now have a
week to prepare for a pair
of weekend home games on
Saturday and Sunday when
they play UW-River Falls and
Gustavus Adolphus.
"These games are really
crucial for us because we need
to keep winning to keep our
hopes alive," Weise added.
"We lost to River Falls last
year and we are going to try
to come back and redeem ourselves this year."

goal in the closing minute of
the game, but the effort was
too little, too late. Stevens
Point escaped with an important 3-2 victory.

Volleyball goes one and
one on the weekend

Senior on the Spot
Diedra Mueller - Women's Cross Country

Volleyball
Press Release

Press Release

UW-SP ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT

UW-SP ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT

Callie Kunde collected
her seventh triple-double of
the season as the University
of Wisconsin-Stevens Point
volleyball team improved to
3-1 in conference play with
a three-game sweep at UWSuperior on Friday.
Kunde had 11 kills, 23
assists and 13 digs in the
Pointers' 30-20, 30-18, 30-25
victory that gave them their
most league victories since a
5-3 mark in 1998.
Beth Richter and Gina
Guell each added 10 kills
and Lori Marten had 17 digs
as UW-SP improved to 19-7
overall. The Pointers play at
fifth-ranked UW-Eau Claire
on Saturday.

University of WisconsinStevens Point had just eight
hitting errors the entire
match, but fifth-ranked UWEau Claire used an outstanding defensive performance
to sweep the Pointers in a
Wisconsin
Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference volleyball match on Saturday in Eau
Claire.
The Blugolds had digs on
58 of the Pointers' 106 hitting
attempts and picked up a 3022, 30-11, 30-23 victory. Gina
Guell led the Pointers with
six kills, while Jill Wittmann
had 13 assists. Callie Kunde
totaled 12 assists and nine digs
for UW-SP, which is now 19-8
overall and 3-2 in the WIAC.

, but in 50
. - There is so
of my life, I will probably rememn built over these past four years.
s in your life? - Jameson Douglas Nass, my
mom, and Jesus.
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Outdoors

Fall fire season iil full swing
UW-SP Fire Crew turns up the heat in landscape management
Anne Frie
THE POINTER
AFRI El 40@ UWSP.EDU

Members of the University
of Wisconsin - Stevens Point
Fire Crew are fired up this
month as the fall fire season
heats up throughout central
Wisconsin.
Starting last week, members of the UW-SP Fire Crew
have had the opportunity
to learn about fire behavior
and fire science through prescribed burning and wildland
firefighting.
"Right now we have
about seven prescribed burns
lined up," said assistant Fire
Crew Leader Mike Mattrniller.
"Everyone is pretty excited to
do these burns. It's a great
experience, and if you are considering going into the field of
natural resource management,
it's a critical skill to have," he
added.
As dangerous as it
sounds, using fire to manage landscapes is a common
practice for many state natural
resource agencies. Prescribed
bums are carefully planned
and controlled to manage for
natural landscapes such as
prairie, oak savanna, wetlands
and oak woodlands. Fires are

only conducted under ideal
weather conditions.
In order to participate in
a prescribed bum, Fire Crew
members must be certified in
basic wildland fire fighting
and fire safety. The wildfire
course is taught in the fall,
as a two-credit class, or over
the course of three days in the
Spring, as a non-credit training course.

"Very few
universities around
the country have
an organization
like ours."
- James Cook, UW-SP Fire
Crew Advisor

Additionally, all members
must pass a physical fitness
step-test and must demonstrate deploying an emergency fire shelter within seconds.
This year the Crew
includes approximately 70
members, a significant increase
from last year's membership.
"Very few universities
around the country have an
organization like ours," said

James Cook, ·professor of
Forestry at UW-SP. "Our Fire
Crew was one of the first in
the country," he added.
The UW-SP Fire Crew
became an official organization in 1986. In 1988, Cook
became the faculty advisor.
Since it first started,
the Fire Crew has worked
with various agencies from
around the state including
the Wisconsin DNR, the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, the
Nature Conservancy and the
U.S. Forest Service.
"When I was first active
as the advisor of Fire Crew,
the Fire Crew certainly wasn't
as active as it is now," said
Cook. "Today they are widely
known in the region, and even
in neighboring states, and they
are a valuable resource for the
Wisconsin DNR as a means
for fire suppression. We've
had a great mutual relationship between the university
and the state department of
natural resources."
Fire Crew meetings are
held every Thursday at 6 p.rn.
in room 170 in the College
of Natural Resources. On
October 19, a smoker jumper
from Missoula, Mont., will be
speaking at the meeting.

A UW-SP Fire Crew member uses a drip torch to ignite the
ground cover as part of a prescribed burn.

Kendra Sawyer
FIRE CRFW MEMBER

Two UW-SP students walking the fire line of a prescribed burn near Waupaca, Wis.

"During May of 2005,
I helped out at the big
Cottonville Fire that blazed
through Adams County. It
was the biggest fire in the
region that year. Eight Fire
Crew squads were called to
help with fire suppression.
I was part of the first
hand crew that was sent out.

It was really scary for me,
but very exciting to be working at the origin of the fire.
I learned that fire work
is really hard work. It was
exhausting at certain times,
but because it was my first
fire, I would often feel a
rush of adrenaline kick in.
When I got home at 2 a.m., I
called my mom and got her
out of bed because I was so
excited.
Working that fire was a
surreal experience for me.
People were evacuated from
the residential areas near the
fire. I overheard someone on
the radio finding dogs that
had burn injuries on them
caused by the fire. As people
watched us work from the
distance, I felt very proud to
be on the Fire Crew, wearing those clothes and doing
what I could to help."

Are you ready for a fire? Fire Prevention Week pays tribute
to disastrous Peshtigo Fire
Children under the age of five
Tim Kluck

FIRE CHIEF
VILLAGE OF PLOVER

Did you know home fires
are the single most common
disaster across the nation? In
the United States, a home fire
is reported every 79 seconds,
and someone dies from a home
fire every 135 minutes.
In 2005, the American Red
Cross responded to more than
73,000 disasters in communities across the country and
92 percent of these were fire
related.
Horne fires are not selective and can affect anyone.
However, children and the
elderly pose a greater risk.

account for 14 percent of home
fire deaths, twice the risk factor of the national average.
As we observe Fire
Prevention Week, the American
Red Cross urges families to be
prepared for fire emergencies.
Red Cross chapters are committed to responding to your
home fire emergency and also
to teaching people the skills
needed to keep families safe in
our communities.
To prepare for such an
emergency, answer the following question, "Are You Ready
for a Fire?" Make sure your
home is fire-safe.

Anne Frie

spread rapidly, making newspaper headlines around the
As the nation observes nation the next morning. But
Fire Prevention Week, take a people failed to notice a far
moment to reflect on what worse fire that broke loose to
happened 135 years ago, when the north on the very same
two disastrous fires erupted on day.
the same day in the Midwest.
In northeast Wisconsin,
On October 8, 1871, the the Peshtigo Fire swept
Great Chicago Fire broke out through farm fields and
in the city, killing more than forests, burning down 16
250 people, leaving 100,000 towns, killing 1,152 people
homeless, destroying more and scorching 1.2 million
than 17,400 structures and acres. The Peshtigo Fire was
burning more than 2,000 acres. the most devastating fire in
The fire continued through the American history, but didn't
night and into the next day. · · receive media attention until
News of the great fire much later.
THE POINTER
AFRIE4 l O@uwsP.EDU

In 1920, the nation
observed its first National Fire
Prevention Day, set aside by
President Woodrow Wilson
in honor of these two horrific fires. Since 1922, Fire
Prevention Week has. been
observed on the Sunday
through Saturday period in
which October 9 falls.
The lessons learned from
these fires forever changed
the way firefighters and public officials practice fire safety
and sustainable forestry measures today.
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Brothers and sisters in arms: Upcoming Meetings
IKES host WiNR at trap shoot and Events:
Saturday, October 14
Renewable Energy Workshop - 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. in CPS 116

Anne Frie
TH E POINTER
AFRI EI

40@uwsr .EDU
Sunday, October 15

Tracy Mohr felt a wave of
excitement pass through her
as she prepared to shoot a
shotgun for the first time in
her life. She was told the gun
wouldn't kick very hard, but
she couldn't help but feel a
little nervous as she tried to
hold her gun steady.
Nodding to her peer
instructor that she was ready,
a· fluorescent orange target
quickly shot out in front of her.
Mohr zeroed-in on the frisbeeshaped target and pulled the
trigger.
'..r:.~ ~Mohr was one of several Tim Neuman, an Izaak Walton League member, helps Tracy
members from the University Mohr, a member of Women in Natural Resources, with her aim.
of Wisconsin - Stevens Point president of WiNR.
their gun."
Women in Natural Resources
The Izaak Walton League
For $5, WiNR members
(WiNR) group who learned to of America is one of the oldest were able to use a variety of
shoot a gun for the first time conservation organizations in guns and ammunition providat the Izaak Walton League the United States, and believes ed by the IKES. No prior expein Stevens Point on Tuesday, in a commonsense approach rience was necessary and no
October 10.
to solving local, regional and gun safety course was needed
to shoot at the range.
Over 20 members of the national conservation issues.
"Part of what the IKES
"I'm very satisfied with the
UW-SP Bill Cook Student
Chapter of the Izaak Walton do is to also help educate oth- way the student body handles
League (the "IKES") attended ers through outreach," said this event. They do a good job
the event to help mentor first- Sheena Gill, a UW-SP student of using safety precautions,"
time shooters on gun handling and IKE member of two years. said Ronald MacDonald,
and loading, and about the "Last year I learned for the director of the Izaak Walton
sport of trap shooting.
first time how to shoot and League trap range. "An event
"I actually shot the tar- I'm back because it's fun. Also, like this helps others to appreget! It was very exciting," said it can be pretty intimidating date this clean sport that you
Mohr, a freshman at UW-SP. "I for all these girls to shoot with can enjoy it even if you are
don't enjoy shooting animals, the guys at first."
anti-hunting."
Several IKE members
Next week, the IKES
so this was a good way for me
to learn how to enjoy the sport noted many of the new shoot- invite student members from
of shooting without harming ers did surprisingly well, par- the UW-SP Student Law
animals."
ticularly after getting used to Enforcement Association in a
trap shooting competition.
WiNR, a student organiza- holding a gun.
"It always surprises me
"Next week will be a lot
tion in the College of Natural
Resources that encourages how well some of the girls of fun," said Luke Fara, presiawareness and participation do each time we have this dent of the student chapter of
of women in natural resource event," said Sam Redeker, a the Izaak Walton League. "It's
careers, has participated in UW-SP student and member a fun competition that usually
this event for three years.
of the Izaak Walton League. . involves a little arguing at the
"This event is a really "It's always great to see the end on who won, but it's all in
great opportunity for the girls excitement on their faces when
ood fun."
to receive one-on-one training they shoot for the first time, or
on how to shoot a gun," said the surprised look they have
Madeline Turnquist, student when they feel the kick of

Naturalist Program: The Sweets on Syrup - 2 p.m. at
Schmeeckle Reserve Visitor Center
Monday, October 16

Waste Management Society - 5:30 p.m. in CNR 271
Student Law Enforcement Association meeting - 6 p.m. in
CNR 170
Herpetology Society - 6 p.m. in CNR 354
Women in Natural Resources meeting - 6 p.m. in CNR 320
Tuesday, October 17

American Water Resources Association - 5 p.m. in CNR 240
The Wildlife Society meeting - 5:30 p.m. in CNR 170
Waste Management Society Meeting - 5:30 p.m. in CNR 271
Sustainable Agriculture in Communities Society meeting - 7
p.m. in CPS 116
Environmental Educators and Naturalists Association meeting
- 7 p.m. in CNR 122
Wednesday, October 18

Roots & Shoots meeting - 5 p.m. in LRC Food for Thought
Cafe (room subject to change)
. UW-SP Parks & Recreation Association meeting - 5 p.m. in
CNR361
American Fisheries Society meeting - 5:30 p.m. in CNR 122
Wave Makers meeting - 6 p.m. in Whisperg Office in Nelson
Hall
Izaak Walton League meeting - 6:30 p.m. in CNR 372
Thursday,C>ctober19
Society of American Foresters meeting - 5 p.m. in CNR 170
Naturalist Program: What Lurks in Lake Joanis? - 5:15 p.m. at
Schmeeckle Reserve Visitor Cepter ·
Soil & Water Conservation Society meeting - 5:30 p.m. in CNR
255
UW-SP Fire Crew meeting - 6 p.m. in CNR 170
Friday, October 20

Kettle Moraine Backpacking Trip - Oct. 20-22 trip provided
by Outdoor EdVentures (reserve your spot before mandatory
meeting)
Saturday, October 21
Small Space Garden Seminar with Melinda Myers - 10 a.m. at
Mid-State Technical College in Wisconsin Rapids

If your outdoor-based club or organization would like to submit
meeting times and/or events, please contact Outdoor Editor Anne
Frie at afrie140@uwsp.edu.
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"Northwestern Health Sciences University is committed to
being the nation's university of choice in natural health care
education. Northwestern features an exceptional curriculum,
outstanding faculty, groundbreaking research, and a wealth of
clinical training opportunities for our students!'

Julie Ravenburg
R ENTAL TECHNICIAN/TRIP LEADER

When making your menu
for your camping trips, try to
pick meals that are easy to
clean up after. For suppers,
one-pot meals are a wonderful thing!
First, cook your rice,
pasta or potatoes, and then
add your dehydrated vegetables, meat and/ or seasonings
to finish it off. Be careful not
to use too much water, or
else you will be doing some
draining.
To learn more
this tip, along with

.

We're Passionate About Your Future
In Natural Health Care!

*
other tricks and techniques
for improving your wilderness experiences, stop by
Outdoor EdVentures, locate9
in the lower level of the Allen

- Mark Zeigler, DC, President

NORTHWESTERN
HEALTH SCIENCES UNIVERSITY
250 I West 84th Street. Bloomington, M 55431
(952/800) 888-4777-, ext. 409 • wwW'AWbealtll.edu

Northwestern Health Sciences University offers exceptional programs in CHIROPRACTIC,
ACUPUNCTURE, ORIENTAL MEDICINE, MASSAGE THERAPY. and INTEGRATIVE HEALTH
AND WELLNESS.

http://www.pointer.uwsp.edu/pointer.aspx
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Your College Survival Guide:
Kicking Habits ~Loving Animals, and Pulling Hair
By Pat Rothfuss

"Motherfucker" or gaze lustily at a girl's ass? That
can't be the case or I'd have been bald before I was
halfway past 13.
And why don't other animals go bald? I mean,
A rnuple days ago I got the following letter....
gorillas go grey, but they don't go bald. Dogs don't.
Or cats. Or sheep. Think about it, if ever any animal
Dear Pat,
had_a reason to go bald out of self-defense, it's the
I have a bad habit. A very bad habit. A very very sheep. But no, we chase the poor bastards down,
very bad habit. How would one go about getting rid of shave them balder than shaolin monks, and they
said bad habit? Long story of what it is, how i got into grow it all back in a couple months.
Why doesn't my hair do that? Is the key getting
it (... ) anyway. Again, how can i rid myself of a bad
fucked up the ass twice a month by a Scotsman?
habit?
Because, I've been doing some research and it looks
like that would be cheaper than Rogaine. In fact, if I
All the best and my love,
hit the right websites, I could probably make some
money off the deal...
Butts Are Dangerous.
But yeah, BAD. Just in case you lost track of
This is a good example of about half the letters I my answer there, it's still no. So, if you've plucked
get. Can you see what the problem is? Look hard ... yourself naked as a scalded chicken, it looks like
Well, yes. Her acronym is kinda lame, but that's you're going to have to wait for mother nature to
repair the damage. Sorry.
not what I was getting at. Look again.
The other half of your question has a specific
That's right. It doesn't have any real informaanswer, and a general one.
tion in it.
Specifically, there's a possibility that you have
Now BAD would obviously like some help. But
I can't give advice if I don't have any information to a condition known as Trichotillomania. (Which,
in fancy Greek words means "Freaky hair puller.")
work with ...
The moral of the story? Don't be coy. When you Opinions vary, but most of the big-brain types
currenfly agree that it's a type of impulse control
write in, give me the details ...
Luckily, BAD responded to my follow-up e- disorder. It can be like OCD, or a bad habit, or an
mail and supplied me with the following:

is easier. Here's my brief outline ....

WITH HELP FROM THE MISSION COFFEE BAR

Ever since I was in 4th grade, I've pulled out my
hair... literally.
In 4th grade my parents got divorced, so that caused
a shit load of anxiety for me, so I pulled out my hair,
including eyelashes, eyebrows ... anyway, do you know of
a way to grow back hair really fast, and how to stop this
stupid habit????
Ahhhh. There we go. That's what I needed ....
The answer to your first question is simple,
BAD. No. There isn't an easy way to make hair
grow back fast. If there was, hair treatment companies wouldn't be bilking desperate midlife-crisis
men out of about 7 billion dollars a year.
Speaking of natural baldness, allow me to
digress for a moment here ....
First, why are human males the only ones to get
fucked over by this lose-your-hair-as-you-get-older
thing? I mean, my thick patch of head-fur must
serve some important evolutionary function, right?
So what's the point of me losing it? Is it important
for an adult male to have a slightly cooler brain? Do
we need more vitamin D? Or is this nature's way of
saying, "No more sex for you. Move aside for the
next generation .... "
Or, if you're a proponent of intelligent design,
explain why God has some vendetta against the
top of my head. Is this like a continuous, low-grade
smiting? I know if I did something really bad he'd
drop a piano on me .or something. But what is big
enough to get his attention, but small enough to
cause him to give me the karmic equivalent of a
noogie? Does he pull out a hair every time I say

1) Realize you've got a bad habit.
2) Decide you really, really want to stop.
3) Do some goddamn research.
4) Get some people to help you.

The first three are fairly self-explanatory. The
fourth one is where the real fun begins. If your
research leads in the direction that you have something along the lines of an Obsessive Compulsive
Disorder, you need to go get some professional
help.
If you realize your habit is just that, a habit,
getting a friend or two to help you quit can make a
big difference.
For example, one of my friends used to rub
her eyes. Not just an "I'm so sleepy" sort of rub.
Whenever she got stressed she rubbed and rubbed
and rubbed ...
Then her eyes would start to itch, so she would
rub, and rub, and rub ...
It had been going on for so long that she didn't
realize she was doing it until her eyes started to
hurt, or someone pointed out what she was doing.
She asked me for help, so the next time we were
hanging around and I saw her start to rub her eyes,
I reached over and flicked her ear, hard. She was
pissed, but I explained myself, and she let it go.
Then we hung out and watched a movie. I spotted her going for her eyes two more times, which
led to two more ear flicks.
Then came the breakthrough, she lifted her
hands a little, then stopped and looked at me nervously. "This sucks," she said. "It's all negative reinforcement. That's not psychologically sound. Plus,
you're a dick."
"That was just phase one," I explained. "Phase
two is positive reinforcement. Now, whenever you
feel yourself wanting to rub your eyes, stop yourself. Then lean over here and I'll give you a kiss as
a reward."
She snorted. "You wish!"
"Trust me," I said. "This is for science, Baby."
The story has a happy ending, of course. She
stopped rubbing her eyes in less than ten minutes.
addiction, or a stress-related thing.
Do I even need to stress the point that I'm not The down side is that now, unfortunately, the poor
an expert on this stuff and that I can't accurately thing is addicted to my sweet, sweet lovin' which
diagnose your condition from a 50-word e-mail? I provide on a weekly basis for very reasonable
Let me say it anyway. I'm not a professional, I can't rates.
diagnose you.
But I can clue you in to the existence of the
condition, which is more common than most people
might think. It affects about 4-6 million people in
Face it, you have serious problems.
the U.S. There's more info at www.trich.org if you
want. But nothing beats actually getting a profesAsk Pat Rothfuss for help at proth@wsunix.wsu.
sional's opinion.
That means asking someone other than a
edu.
humorous advice columnist who makes jokes about
sheep-fucking. How about a doctor of some sort?
That sounds like a good place to start.
My advice for kicking more general-type habits

: New stores equal new jobs for students at Crossroads Commons
Steve Roeland
EDITOR IN CHIEF
SROEL 908@UWSP .EDU

It started with Kohl's, Lowe's, Best
Buy and a Wal-Mart Superstore. Soon,
it will include a T.J. Maxx, an MC Sports
sporting goods store and a Petco.
Plover's Crossroad Commons,
Portage County's largest shopping
venue, is growing, and with expansion
comes more diverse stores, restaurants
and places of interest.

Just these past few weeks, Starbucks,
Cousins Subs and Hudson's Classic
Grill opened their doors to new customers. And today, a newly designed
McDonald's will begin to serve Big Macs
and Happy Meals to hungry shoppers at
the Commons.
While this sounds all well and good
to residents of Portage County, students
at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point should be excited to hear of new
stores coming to the area. Aside from

adding to the shopping landscape, the
new stores will likely bring in job opportunities for students looking to make
some money.
Getting to Crossroad Commons can
be a problem for students who lack
transportation. However, Plover and
Stevens Point agreed to a deal, allowing
the Stevens Point bus system to run a
route to the shopping center. This new
see Point pg. 16
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New d'i rector shines brightly through
"Everything is Illuminated"
Maggie Marie Gall Hanson
ARTS AND REVIEW REPORTER

"Everything is Illuminated"

The movie "Everything is
Illuminated" is the directorial
debut of Liev Schreiber, best
known for his portrayal of
accused killer Cotton Weary
in the "Scream" trilogy. The
choice of this story for his first
foray into the field shows a
confidence rarely seen in firsttime filmmakers. The movie

has a complicated story line
and the dialogue can be confusing, yet Schreiber manages
both beautifully.
The story of "Everything
is Illuminated" is based on
the novel by Jonathan Safran
Foer. It is the story of a JewishAmerican named Jonathan
(played by Elijah Wood) who
takes a trip to the Ukraine
to visit the village where his
grandfather grew up before
WWII. He is a "collector," but
not of stamps or coins or any
· kind of normal memorabilia. Instead he collects artifacts from his family. Notes,
money, false teeth, old toys,
retainers, and even a used
condom make up his "most
extensive collection of family
heirlooms ever to grace one
wall." He carries little plastic
baggies with him everywhere
and-puts anything having to
do with his family or story
into them to be saved for his
wall.
The narrator is not the
"collector" himself, but
Alex, a twenty-something
Ukrainian whose family owns

a travel agency. Alex becomes
Jonathan's guide and translator, and his interesting grasp
of English is one of the best
things about both the movie
and the book. During the trip
to the Ukraine, Jonathan's
family story intersects with
that of Alex's family. They
become a part of each other
for life as they both come
to understand what learning
about their past can tell theip.
about their future. One of the
best quotes from the movie
goes, "Everything is illuminated in the light of the past.
It is always along the side
of us, on the inside, looking
out."
I'm so relieved to see
Wood as something other than
Frodo, that I think I would
love him as any character right
now. Wood's performance is
highly magnified by the huge
glasses his character wears. I
read somewhere that he was
chosen for the role of Frodo
in "The Lord of the Rings"
because of the expressiveness
of his eyes. The costuming in
"Everything is Illuminated"

highlights his eyes and adds
belivability to his charcter.
Even though Wood and the
other actors in the film give
great performances, Sammy
Davis Jr. Jr., the narrator's
dog, steals the show. Don't
ask questions about the name,
just watch the movie.
If you're looking for
something other than the
usual fodder like "X-Men:

as a UW-SP Theatre
~
Aida was an amaz,ing
~ . it was a gait
~~a~~
.cast .. plus oein8 a minister WU pm beQlwre the
chomograplly \\18 so well
done.
Who or what inspires
you the most in your act-

STILL ROOM! This Spring do it:
UWSP's Semester in New Zealand

ing?

I actually look up

C ourtt."!:Y of Steve Schmidt

Many say ...

he Most Beautiful Countr

on Earthm

Many say ...

Major: Bachelor of
Arts in Drama
Hometown: Appleton,

Wis.

he Most Beautiful Place on Earth HI
Many say...

he Most Beautiful Countr on Earthm
We think that they are right. Sign-up Now.
Your Financial Aid Appliesl

What led you to major

in Theatre?
I got into theatre when
I was in high school and I
loved it. I felt so comfortable on stage.
Who do you consider
to be your greatest theat-

rical role model?
Johnny
Depp
&
Charlize Theron. Both
of these actors are so talented, two of the best
in Hollywood I believe.
Either one of them can
play any character and do
an amazing job at it. I
haven't been disappointed with any role I've seen
either of them in, ev~ if I
didn't like the mo~

Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors from all
lines - ever one benefits from stud in over-seas.

~NTERNATIONALPROGRAMs
Room 108 Collins Classroom Center
UW-Stevens Point, WI 54481 USA"'"' www.uws

The Last Stand" or "Mission:
Impossible III," I would highly recommend this DVD. The
extras are pretty puny, but the
deleted scenes include really
bizarre instances of dog fantasies and little people in lingerie, so don't skip them. If that
last line doesn't hook you, I
don't know what will. Give
this movie a try for a truly
"Illuminating" experience.

What do you~
do after you graduate?
I'm thinking about
moving to LA and doing
film, otherwise I'm also
considering London or
Minneapolis to perform
on stage.
What has been your
most memorable moment

to my roommate, Marie
Martinez, who is also
one of my best friends, a
lot. She's very passionate
and hard working when
it comes to theatre and
acting just seems so natural with her. She's able
to reach her emotions and
be in the moment - she is
a very strong presence on
stage.
What is your favorite
part of being a UW-SP

Theatre major?
The department is
amazing. People are very
close, and the professors
are so personable and so
great at their craft. I like
that I know all my professors and can talk to them
on a daily basis.
What's in your CD
player?
My CD player is
occ;upied by a techno mix

CD... I lib anyI can dance to so
uually I listen to pop,
R&l3, Hip Hop or techno.
. Do you have a favorite
quote?
"Risk, fail, risk again"
- it's one that we hear
quite often in our theatre
classes, and it is so fitting
for many different things.
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ese ·delivers another
sic crime film
Josh Wussow

the best cat-and-mouse games in rec~nt
memory.
Scorsese has managed once again
It's that time of year again. Film
studios save their best releases for to craft an all-star cast of Hollywood's
the end of the year, hoping to keep finest. "The Departed" features Martin
their respective opuses fresh in the Sheen, Alec Baldwin, Mark Wahlberg,
and Anthony Anderson. All shine
minds of the Oscar judges.
At this critical time comes through with confident, believable por"The Departed," the latest crime trayals of real people under pressure.
epic from legendary director Martin Nicholson, playing the villain as only
Scorsese. Billed as one of the best he can, gives his most charismatic and
pictures to be released this year, "The unforgettable performance in years,
Departed" centers around two com- while Damon and DiCaprio demonpeting factions in the heart of Boston. strate remarkable depth of character.
The Irish mob, headed by Frank
The soundtrack, as the public has .
Costello (Jack Nicholson), faces off come to expect from a Scorsese film,
with the organized crime division is appropriate, poignant, and playful.
of the Massachusetts State Police. The editing, though not possessing the
Nicholson has managed to place his svelte, silky quality of "Goodfellas" or
adopted son, Colin Sullivan (Matt "Casino," brilliantly reflects the clipped,
Damon), into one of the. top divisions harsh, and rapid view of the characters'
of the state police and uses him to worlds.
So where does "The Departed" fit
keep one step ahead of the law. His
opposite. number is Billy Costigan among Scorsese's crime classics? Its
(Leonardo DiCaprio), a man forced lack of a central narrator and its freas -a child to live a dual life by spend- netic pace will confuse some, and its
ing the week with his mother in a violent, unforgiving attitude may cause
nice suburban community and the others to shy away. For fans of wellweekends with his father in a low- crafted intellectual thrillers, however,
it doesn't get any better than this. "The
rent, inner-city neighborhood.
After Costigan graduates from Departed" demands that the viewers
state trooper training, the police, focus on the information the sound and
hoping to tap into his skills of adapta- screen provide, lest they become lost in
tion, deploy him as their next under- the rollercoaster ride of deception and
cover operative inside Nicholson's discovery. For those who can hold on, it
organization. The conflict between becomes an adventure that won't soon
these two "rats" makes for one of be forgotten.
ARTS AND REVIEW REPORTER

"The Girl in the Cafe" questions how much love can do
Leah A. Gernetzke
ARTS AND REVIEW REPORTER

"Love can't change the world. But
it'.s a start." This line encapsulates "The
Girl in the Cafe," a socially and politically charged romantic drama. This
film, a part of the Student Arts Alliance
Film Series here at the University of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point, is meant to
be both an inspiration and a challenge
to society. The director David Yates
(who also directed "Love Actually")
and screenwriter Richard Curtis have
created a complex, quirky comedy
and political outcry that are somehow
flawlessly united.
"The Girl in the Cafe" begins in
a small, crowded cafe in London.
Lawrence, a self-conscious, lonely civil
servant is forced to take a seat across
from Gina. They converse awkwardly,
but with obvious mutual attraction,

for several minutes until Lawrence
has to go back to work. The awkwardness is propagated by his hesitation to leave, and after a few lingering moments at the door he asks her
to dinner. They subsequently share a
few meals together. Each date is filled
with quirky one liners and the amusing social discomfort of both. After
these exchanges, it becomes clear that
Lawrence is addicted to his work,
which mostly entails political legislation for social justice. Gina, however,
remains an enigma. Individually, the
pair are like plain, out of place pieces
of clothing that loo~ obscure yet perfect when pulled together.
The social aspect of this film
becomes more apparent as the film progresses. Lawrence asks Gina to come
with him to his G8 Summit meeting
in Reykjavik, Iceland. He, along with
the political leaders of the world, is

headed to Reykjavik to combine ideas
and solutions to some of the world's
most grave situations.
As romance buds between
Lawrence and Gina, so do the political
tensions. Lawrence and his co-workers
struggle to find common ground with
other international leaders, and at first,
to no avail. The romantic situation
between Lawrence and Gina parallels
this frustration. Their hotel room has
only one bed. They awkwardly tiptoe around each other, Lawrence not
wanting Gina to assume he brought
her for any other reason but her company. After a few days, both situations
reach their pinnacle.
It is this climax that creates the
uniqueness of the film. Gina, after
learning about some of Lawrence's
social causes, becomes a passionate
advocate for them. She has an outburst at dinner, after which Lawrence

is told that he must ask Gina to leave.
Lawrence is forced to face an individual battle between love and work.
This film is a statement on what
one individual can do in the world. It
questions what one romance can create, and how life does not allow anyone the luxury of complacency. It is a
reminder that people must continue to
fight for ideals and to continue to love,
no matter the personal cost.
This film had definite political undercurrents. It is an appropriate beginning for the Student Arts
Alliance Film Series, which this year
has decided to explore the use of film
as a medium for the communication of
some very intense issues. The movie
ended perfectly with a quote by Nelson
Mandela - "Sometimes it falls upon a
generation to be great. You can be that
great generation."

"Sex Wars" author to visit campus
June M. Flick
TH E POINTER
JFU C7 I 3 @U WSP. EDU

American poet and
social
activist
Marge
Piercy will be giving a
free presentation at the
University of WisconsinStevens Point on Monday,
October 16. The presentation will begin at 7 p.m.
in room 101 of the Collins
Classroom Center.

Piercy, a 70-year-old
Detroit native, started
school at the University of
Michigan and finished her
academic career with an
M.A. from Northwestern.
She won the Hopwood
Award for poetry and fiction in 1957, and published
her first book of poems in
1968.
During her rise to fame
she has been a key player

in many of the major political battles of our time,
including the anti-Vietnam
War and Women's movements. Most recently, She
has taken up the cause of
resistance to the war in
Iraq, according to the UWSP news release.
Piercy will be speaking about her latest work,
"Sex Wars," which is a
novel about the lives of

Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
Victoria
Woodhull,
Anthony Comstock and
a female Russian Jewish
immigrant, four late ninteenth-century Americans
who lived in and around
New York City.
This presentation is
free and open to the public. Refreshments will be
provided.
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Comics

WORD SEARCH:
FALL FUN

Resident's Evil

Neverland
This test is gonna be
Wow,
murder! The dawn of
you look Oiristfanity up to the
really
Reformation? That's
tired!
I 500 years condensed to
SO questions!
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By: -Lo Shim
I am confident--Jast nigh
I re-read my entire copy of
The DaVinci Code. I even

By: Ryan Tidball

Muse

By: Jason Loeffler
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leaves
raking
football
harvest
Halloween
Thanksgiving
pumpkins
market
hayride
bonfire

Figi's works for me!

It's Contagious

By D. Capito II

"I've been at Figi's for 17 years.

I like the people and creating

IsoMEWHERE ovm TEXAs.. - I

D o You Think
You're
Funny?
Submit your
comics
to the Pointer!
Contact Joy
Ratchman
(j_ratc567@
uwsp.edu)
for more
information!

new friendships."
- Jerry, Customer Service

Positions Available:
PHONE CENTER

GIFT ASSEMBLY

Phone Order Takers
Customer Service Representatives
Must bring 2 forms of ID. No experi ence
necessary. Apply today at the
Stevens Point f igi's facility,
4400 Industrial Park Rd. or f igi's in t he
Center Point M all, 1201 3rd Ct. or call
1-800-360-6542 for more information.

EOE

http:// www.pointer.uwsp.edu/ pointer.aspx
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HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOL'SING

E;\IIPLOYMENT

Now Renting for the 20072008 School Year
Student houses Available Close
to Campus. Rent from $1335$1410 per person per semester.
FREE Parking for ALL
vehicles. No Snow Shoveling
We do all snow removal. Call
or Email today to set up an
appointment 715-341-1175
garbeleasing@charter.net
www.garbeleasing.com

ROOMMATE NEEDED
IMMEDIATE OPENING
Apprx I hlock from cmpus
Share Lg 4 bedroom
2 bath house
Shard with 1 other tenant
Large 3 season porch
715-341-4455

For Rent: 3, 4, & 6 bedroom
apartments for the 2007-08 year.
Call or email for complete
information.
715-340-7285 or
paulw@charter.net.
Prices range from 1450 to 1795
per person per semester

Roommate for rent immediately
Approximately 3 blocks from
campus
Very nice remodeled house
715-341-4455

2, 4, 6, BR quality
apts. for '07-'08.
Save gas, sleep in ...
you're just acress the street.
Parking, laundry, low utilities.
9 or 12 month.
498-6278

Free rent for 07-08 school year
with purchase of lease. Quiet
apts/houses for 1-6 people. Ask
about our gas card incentive if
you sign before I 0/30.
340-8880.

Housing 2007-2008
The Old Train Station
4 Bedrooms/4 People
We Pay
Heat-Water
High Speed Internet
80 Channel Cable TV
A No Party Home
$1595/Person/Semester
Nice Homes for Nice People
Call 343-8222
www.sommer-rentals.com

Anchor Apartments
Now Leasing 2007-2008
School Year
1-5 bedrooms,
I block from campus
Newer & Remodeled units,
Many amenities
715-341-4455
Off campus housing availiable
for 2007-2008
Can accomodate from I to I 0
people apts. or houses.
Contact Pat at Andra Properties,
L.L.C 715-343-1798
2007-2008
Nice housing, across St. from
Old Main. Deadbolt locks; very
energy efficient; broadband cable
ready. All bedrooms remodeled.
341-2865 or
dbkurtenbach@charter.net

Girls need one roommate for
2007-2008 school year. Each
person has own bedroom, two
people to a bath, kitchen and
livingroom. Laundry facilites.
Free. 341-59-72, 252-4926.
Kath}'

HOUSE FOR RENT 2007
7-8 PEOPLE
CALL 341-0289
Student Housing
3-4 bedrooms for
groups of 3-5.
Two bathroom,
All appliances.
Washer and dryer included!
On Bus Route
Very reasonable rates
715-343-8926 (Bonnie)

STUDENT HOUSING
AVAILABLE FOR 2007-2008
SCHOOL YEAR.
Group Sizes- 3-8 people, Great
Locations, Well Maintained
Call Brian@ (715)498-9933. _.

Available for fall 2007
3 bedroom, W/D, A/C,
utilities included.
$1050 per person/semester

Do you need a home
away from home?
Call 715-344-8119 or
715-340-8119
For quality housing for 1-6
tennants for 2007-2008.
Email voelz@coredcs.com

3 bedroom WID
$700 per person/semester
344-8703

Pointer Poll
by Drew Smalley

Delivery Drivers - Earn about
$12 to $15 an hour. Take home
cash nightly! Fun atmosphere
and flexible schedule! You must
have a reliable vehicle, good
drivin record and insurance.
Asst. Mgrs. / Pizza Makers
- We train you to make the best
pizza in the world! Flexible
schedule and fun work environment!
Benefits - health insurance,
401k discounted meals & more

249 Division St.
715-342-4242

Need a place to live?
Three chill guys looking for a
roommate to share house:
4 bedroom, 2 bath, storage,
parking, garage and more.
Close to campus!!
1224 Portage St.
Call 920-918-7383
(Available now!
or second semester)

TRAVEL
Travel with STS to this year's top
IO SPring Break destinations!
Best deals guaranteed! highest
rep commissions. Visit www.
ststravel.com or call 1-800-6484849. Great group discounts.

University Lake Apartmets
2007/2008
3 Bedroom Apartments
For groups of 3-5.
I +Bath., appliances, A/C
Extra Storage, On-site laundry
On-site maintenance,
Responsive managers
Starting at $690.00/month
340-9858 (Brian)
343-4404

OTHER
NEED MONEY?
Now hiring dancers
Earn $500-1000 a week
Flexible hours
Amateur night on Sundays
Receive $25 for trying out
Now auditioning for DJ's
Contact Nikki 715-216-6425
or Grand Daddy's 715-359-9977

... Should SGA be able to take a stance on controversial
issues such as the marriage amendment?

"If they want to
make a stance they
should represent the
majority of the
student body."
Scott Hintz
Graphic Design, Senior

2 to 9 bedroom houses and
duplexes for 07-08. Most within
two blocks from campus.
MSProperties:
Sue 715-347-3305
Mark 715-498-1187

"If they want to
represent the
majority of students,
they should just not
care. "

"No, a small
· representation of
people can't make
moral judgements
for a large group of
people."
Sandra Kaminski
Child Education, Senior

email us:
pointnp@uwsp.edu
from Point pg. 11

bus route will begin operation on November 1.
The new stores being built,
like T.J. Maxx, will open prior
to Thanksgiving, the official
start of the holiday season.
This is also good news for
prospective employees, as the
holiday season lends itself to
a multitude of seasonal hiring
campaigns at retail stores.
With more projected tenants scheduled for construction in the spring, Crossroad
Commons has its eyes set
on dominating the shopping
market in the Stevens Point
area. Adding to the shopping
options and employment po~sibilities should be just what
UW-SP students want to hear.

Joe Bertsch
Art 2-D, Junior

machines are reserved just for
the class at these times.
said Rodriguez.
You do not need to be
Even though the 30 min- seeing a personal trainer to
utes is primarily spent on participate in the program, but
weights, Rodriguez explained Rodriguez explained that it is
that participants do get a great a great ""'.ay to work into the
cardio workout in the process. training program, as well as a
"The class is very high great way to learn how to use
paced, you're constantly mov- the Freemotion machines.
ing from station to station so it
"A lot of people are freaked
really is a great cardio work- by the Freemotion machines.
out," said Rodriguez.
This is a great way to get used
The classes are supervised to working with them," said
by a certified personal train- Rodriguez.
er employed by the Cardio
A Cardio Center memberCenter. The trainers pick three ship is required to participat-e
machines that will be used in in the X-fit program, which
the class and the participants can be purchased by students
rotate through the eircuit, then currently enrolled at UW-SP,
take a one-to-two minute rest. staff and faculty and their
Participants can go through spouses, retired staff and facthe circuit up to three times.
ulty and their spouses, and
The class limit is usually UW-SP alumni.
eight and is on a first-come
For more information on
first-serve basis. The class- the X-fit program or the peres are held every Monday sonal training program, you
through Thursday from noon can visit the Allen Center webto 1 p.m. The Freemotion site at www.go2allen.com.
from X-Fit pg. 6

